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What is a blog? 

See here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjwUHXoi8lM 

Official Google Help with Blogger 

https://support.google.com/blogger/#topic=3339243 

Tutorials 

https://sites.google.com/site/teachertechtutorials/googleapps 

Using Blogger in your class 

Why use a blog with students? Lots of good reasons, here’s some; 

1. Creates a portfolio of work without needing to create a portfolio 

2. Makes progression over time obvious 

3. Aggregates each student’s work into one place 

4. They can’t lose it come revision time! 

5. You can subscribe to their blog and be emailed when it changes 

6. You can add a blog to reading list of student blogs on your dashboard 

7. You can comment on their blog – ie give feedback 

8. They can reply to your comment 

9. You can keep the blog private 

10. You can make the blog public and perhaps even peer assessed (Life mode of learning) 

11. You can get students to collaborate on one blog 

12. Students can compare and share ideas 

13. Students like it 

14. It’s easy 

15. Works well on an iPad and allows you to incorporate media effortlessly 

16. Completely device agnostic – laptop to Smart Phone – makes no difference. 

17. It’s super easy to correct work 

18. If it’s an image, text, movie or link you can post it on a blog 

Why Blogger and not other platforms? 

Blogger is a Google product and therefore integrates with 

our Melba Google domain. Students can login and create 

a blog using their Melba credentials as can any teacher at 

Melba. You can find anyone’s blog at Melba that is public 

via their profile so no more the “Internet ate my 

homework”. 

It’s very simple on the iPad using an app, but also simple and powerful via the web interface. Blogs 

are accessible wherever there is internet. To get started go to any Google page and login with your 

Melba credentials  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjwUHXoi8lM
https://support.google.com/blogger/#topic=3339243
https://sites.google.com/site/teachertechtutorials/googleapps
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How to 

Although you can set up Blogger from scratch on the iPad app I strongly suggest you take students 

to a computer room and do it on the web interface. It’s faster and you can walk them through on a 

Data Projector. 

Accessing Blogger on the web 

Login to a Google page using your Melba account.  

When you do this you’ll see a grid icon in the upper 

right. These are the Google Apps available through our 

domain. This may look different on outdated browsers. 

Just locate the More link irrespective 

Click on More down the bottom 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Locate Blogger and click on it 
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The Blogger Dashboard 

If this is the first time you have gone to Blogger you’ll be asked to make a Blogger profile. Students 

should not use real names in this profile, they may chose to use student codes (advisable), teachers 

should decide according to their own preference for their personal blogs. The profile will only be 

visible if the blog is made public.  

Once you have made the profile you will be presented with the dashboard page as below; 

 

1 Click on this to make a blog (you can have as many as you want)  

2 Click on this to add blogs to your dashboard reading list – teachers might add student blogs here 

and students might add the teacher. Scroll down to see how to do this. 
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 Create a new blog 

 

You make pick any number of templates and colour schemes. You also must title the blog and give it 

a sensible address. I strongly suggest you use a naming convention with students. 

So for example the student xyz0001 doing Year 8 Art might be named xyz0001Art8.blogspot.com 

If you a follow a convention like this just as you can find student emails without needing to know 

more than their student code you’ll be able to find their blog without having to look it up or 

record the address. 

Spend a little time doing this and it will pay off down the road! 
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You’ll see a confirmation message like above 

Make a Post 

To make a Post click the orange pen button 

 

Give your post a title, edit it as you would a Word document, and use the toolbar to add images, 

videos or links. Click Preview to see what the published post will look like. Press Save if you want to 

come back to the post later but prior to publishing. Press Publish when you are all ready to go 

This is how 

a post 

might look 

1 Note that 

a user can 

subscribe to 

a blog and 

be emailed 

when it is 

updated. 
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Editing a Post 

Editing is easy just go back into your dash board and click on any post, you can choose to edit, view, 

share (ie with a nominated user if the blog is private) or delete the post. 

 

From the dashboard press View blog to see live posts 

 

Adding a blog to your reading list 

 

Rather than 

subscribing to a 

blog you may want 

to add your classes’ 

blogs to your 

reading list – see 

The Blogger 

Dashboard   
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Student blogs will appear like this in the lower section of your dashboard. 

 

Using the iPad App 

To download the app go to the App store and search for Blogger, the direct link is here – 

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/blogger/id459407288 

On opening the app you 

will see a screen like this. 

Click the orange Sign In 

and use your Melba 

account 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/blogger/id459407288
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This is the iPad version of the dashboard and you can see our earlier post is there 

 

 

 

Clicking on the post allows you to view it and perform the operations below; 

 

EDIT POST ON GOOGLE+ DELETE  PREVIEW POST  WRITE NEW POST 
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Selecting a new post brings up the post screen. You perform these functions here- 

 

PUBLISH SAVE DELETE   ADD/EDIT CONTENT ADD IMAGES FROM CAMERA OR CAMERA ROLL 

The camera roll is the iPad’s onboard photo storage system; you may access it directly by selecting 

Photos from the main screen of the iPad. The app can access the camera of the iPad directly, 

students can take an image and place it directly in their blog post. 

You can if you wish, provided that location services are turned on, add a very accurate location for 

the post as well. It’s generally accurate to a couple of metres. 

The image on the next page shows a post with a screen grabbed image inserted into the post. 

(See here for taking screenshots from the iPad http://www.wikihow.com/Take-a-Screenshot-With-

an-iPad) 

 

 

 

ADD TAGS TO THE POST 

(see here for an explanation of 

tags or labels) 

http://www.wikihow.com/Take-a-Screenshot-With-an-iPad
http://www.wikihow.com/Take-a-Screenshot-With-an-iPad
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Pressing publish will bring up a confirmation screen 
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Student Blog samples on the iPad 
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Tagging 

If the blog is going to become a large body of work then Tagging posts is essential. This is reference 

to the category or topic a post falls into. So for example in Science an experiment write up might 

carry the tags prac, chemistry. Searching that tag in a blog will show just the items that carry those 

two tags. Multiple tags or labels are separated by a comma when added to a post 

Feedback 

To view a full post and comment click on the 

heading of the post. See at the bottom of the 

post for a link to make a comment.  
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Setting Blog Privacy 

You may set the blog to public (it is set this way by default) or you may set it to private and invite 

viewers. To change this locate the page symbol beside the blog you want to change. 

 

 

Select Settings from the drop down menu 
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From the next screen locate Blog Readers and click edit 

 

Select your privacy requirement 
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1 Add readers manually by entering their email addresses (must be associated with a Google 

account) 

2 Add readers from the Melba Google Domain contact list (see below) 

 

You may search for contact using 

the search box. Year levels are 

built in as contacts. 

You may also add by your own 

contact group using the button at 

the top left marked all contacts 
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Adding readers will allow ONLY those people to view the blog. 

Click Select and the Save Changes and you have added readers to a private blog. 

Here is the official Google guide to doing this - 

https://support.google.com/blogger/answer/42673?rd=1 

Grading 

Grading or correcting student work is easily done by setting up a spreadsheet, Excel will suffice but a 

Google spreadsheet works much better in this instance. You can use a form to gather the addresses 

of student blogs and have the link alongside the grades column for fast recording of grades see 

below. The links open in a new window, you simply review the blog and enter the results. 

https://support.google.com/blogger/answer/42673?rd=1
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